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Abstract
Building construction is the process of constructing a building which can be single stored, or
multi stored limited by a specific time frame and a budget. Building construction differs from
the manufacturing industry because the manufacturing industry produces a huge number of
similar items without a targeted purchaser while building and construction takes place on
location for a known client. There for there is a special term called resource allocation in the
construction industry where all the activities and tasks are based on those resources. In building
construction, resources are classified in to material, plant and labour. Efficient usage of these
resources will provide better results and it will reduce the cost. This research is about a software
system especially made for building and construction industry which can track and monitor the
performance/usage of resources.
Keywords: Component: Geographical Positioning System; Overall Equipment Effectiveness;
Total Productive Maintenance; Key Performance Indicator; Overall Labour Effectiveness; Total
Effectiveness; Construction Project Micro Planning; Construction Task Duration Prediction;
Supervisor Assistant.
1. Introduction
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Heavy equipments are one of the key resources when it comes to building and construction
industry. Most of the construction activities can be completed easily with the help of these
machines. After allocating a machine to a particular construction task, there should be a way to
monitor it. The system proposes customized algorithms based on Overall Equipment
Effectiveness. Most of the machine monitoring solutions available in the market uses
geographical positioning and geographical information acquisition to monitor machines.
OEE is a practicable standard, especially designed for manufacturing industry. When it comes to
part analysis, if the OEE score is 100%, it implies manufacturing produces good parts [1]. But,
when it comes to building and construction industry, this approach is not practically applicable
since building construction is based on tasks but not on part analysis. OEE calculation is based
on three parameters called Availability, Performance and Quality. Since OEE is made for
machines in manufacturing industry, it cannot be directly applied for machines used in building
and construction industry. Although Availability can be directly applicable to both the areas,
performance analysis cannot be applicable to both. If the system can introduce a task as a part,
manufacturing based performance algorithm can be directly applied [2]. But, it’s not practical
since a part cannot be considered as a task. Quality analysis is a quantitative parameter used in
the manufacturing industry. When mapping it in to building and construction machines, there
should be a way of questioning the machines behavior when performing the task and after
executing it.
In a construction site, materials are very important to cost analysis of the project and also the
planning the progress of the construction. These materials come in different forms. The
materials can be liquids, solids or particles and their usage is different from material to material.
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Their application differs from material to material and also the way these materials handle,
transport and store differs. Each material has unique and different qualities. These unique and
different qualities need to be tracked to find out the best material for a particular scenario.
Wrong material type in the wrong application can be a disaster. The purpose of material
prediction and rating system is to minimize the material wastage and manage material usage
correctly and also to rate materials and their manufactures. For these predictions and ratings,
required data will be collected through the manufacture product details specifications, internet
resources, and construction site surveys and also through the representatives of particular
products. Several number of materials are used in current industry but the proposed system
considers few most wanted materials like cement, sand, tiles (flooring), roofing, ceiling and
paints. The proposed system can be used to analyze particular construction work and it will
predict the resource usage for that work, using the custom made algorithms that are going to
provide more accurate results than existing systems. In some situations, users can use the rating
system, which also can provide information about products, applications and have the capability
of suggesting products for particular scenario. By using the proposed material prediction and
rating system, the user can get a more accurate material prediction that will help in minimizing
resource wastage, in optimizing usage, in saving money, in choosing the most suitable item for
particular purpose.
The Main purpose of this module is identify the best worker for each task to do that worker
previous data going to be used. Analyzing the previous data of the worker, worker going to be
have a rate value for each task. Using overall labour effectiveness (OLE) can rate the worker
according to some factors. Main factors are Availability, Performance and Quality.

In the current construction industry, tasks are allocated day wise. Because time base allocation
is difficult monitor and time consuming. But some tasks can be completed within few hours
according to the allocated work amount. Time is the most valuable resource in construction
industry, by introducing micro level project planning to construction industry. Because of micro
level project planning construction owners can speed up the construction process.
Introducing project planning feature using task time duration prediction and micro task
planning and predefined construction job information. Project manager only have to enter few
information and then they can generate project plan easily.
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These are the main factors also some other factors going to use for analyses the worker and rate
them. When rating the worker according task they have done, the system will prompt some
questioners to the supervisor and also the supervisor is going to have some standards for answer
them easily. According to the supervisor given answer in each task, the worker will be rated.
According to those rate value, the worker going to have an overall rate value. In rating, those
factors are going to be customizable because every task has metrics to be prioritized.
Considering the rate value system going to be suggest best worker for each task. Construction
project planning is the most important stage of construction industry. Without proper project
plan construction project can’t successfully complete within allocated duration. In the current
industry, project plan is created by the project manager. Therefore, planning strategies change
one project manager to another because planning is done according to their experience. Plan
and experience of one manager differs from another manager. When creating project plan, the
project manager doesn’t consider their previous performance of task. There is no proper way of
predicting task duration, besides proposing to predict the task duration using man hour
concept. Project managers can use task prediction durations when planning projects.
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Project task can be started, stopped, terminated and rescheduled according to field
environment. Field supervisors can efficiently manage tasks according to project plan by
including notification features to alert task and labor availability, risks and completion. This
feature avoids difficulty to manage micro level project management.
Task information gathered in monitoring module is used to predict task time duration in project
planning level. Because of these features, managers and owners can get real time data, so that
they can make immediate decision according to problems.
2. Literature Review
A. Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE)





According to [3], the OEE measure is the basic building block of a manufacturing improvement
approach called Total Productive Maintenance (TPM). TPM is based on three interrelated
concepts:
Maximizing equipment effectiveness;
Autonomous maintenance by operators; and
Small group activities.
Therefore, OEE can be considered to combine the operation, maintenance and management of
manufacturing equipment and resources [4]. The key criterion for success and long term
effectiveness of TPM activities is the accuracy of the data [5]. OEE can identify which machine’s
performance is worst and indicates where to focus the TPM resources. The availability metrics
can be directly applicable to building and construction machines based on the machines
behavior [6]. In order to establish accurate availability rate, the six big losses must be measured
accurately [7, 8, 9] since they consume resources without adding any value to the final product.
Table 1 shows the Six Big Losses for the machines [6].
Table1: The Six Big Losses for the corrugators’ machine
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In a construction site, materials are very
important to cost analysis of the project and
also the planning the progress of the
construction. These materials come in
different forms. The materials can be liquids,
solids or particles and their usage is different
from material to material. Their application
differs from material to material and also the
way these materials handle, transport and
store differs. Each material has unique and
different quality. These unique and different
qualities need to be tracked to find out the best
material for a particular scenario. Wrong
material type in wrong application can be a
disaster.
The purpose of material prediction and rating system is to minimize the material wastage and
manage material usage correctly and also to rate materials and their manufactures. Another
material related problem is that inexperienced users who lack knowledge about these materials
and these users may need assistance for selecting the product. Currently, in Sri Lanka, there is
no such system. The need for a human expert is very important in this sort of situation. The
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proposed system has an A.I. expert who can help to guide user to choose the product and this
system considers the quality factors of a material and a rating score to guide the users.
B. Overall Labour Effectiveness (OLE)
Currently, there is no way to monitore the performance of individual workers in building and
construction industry. Currently, in the industry, they pay workers by considering their working
time. So, by monitoring the performance of workers we can get a clear idea about effectiveness
of workers according to the task. To get details about the actual performance, there should be
some special parameters to be taken for the calculations. After analyzing the workers, we
suggest the best workers for individual tasks. To do this, we break down workers into three
categories according to each task that each of the laborers is involved as skilled labor, semiskilled and unskilled labor.
Firstly, we analyze the worker’s performance then we rate them according to each task they have
done. So, we maintain some standard matrixes for categorizing the worker.
Under skilled labor, if worker’s analyzed rate is higher than standard matrix, we consider
labourers as a skilled labor. In suggesting module, we analyze the rate of each worker and show
the highest rated workers for each task and their availability.
Under Semi-Skilled labor, if worker’s analyzed rate is equal to the standard matrix, we consider
labourer as a Semi-Skilled labor. In suggesting module, we analyze the rate of each worker and
show the highest rated workers and standard rate workers for each task and their availability.
Under the Unskilled labor, if worker’s analyzed rate is lower than standard matrix, we consider
the labourer as an unskilled for that particular task. So, according to this analysis, some workers
may be unskilled for some tasks, but they may be skilled for some other task.
To rate a worker, we divide this whole module into the few sub modules.
Monitoring Performance:
Monitoring Attitude.
Monitoring Quality.
Monitoring Availability
C. Construction Task Duration Prediction
A man-hour is the amount of work performed by the average worker in one hour [13]. In the
construction industry, man hour is the most practical way of measure task performance. The
concept of man hours, also known as labor hours, measures the total number of hours put into a
project or work performed in the course of a day by all employees combined. In the construction
industry, labor hours can be compared against productivity to gain quantifiable insight into how
much each employee contributes to the income gained from a specific job. This can help you to
keep costs under control while providing strategic insight for managing employees' schedules,
assignments and roles efficiently [14]. Therefore, prediction algorithms are designed based on
man hour calculation. To predict few inputs are needed. Inputs are,
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Number of labors
Work amount
Previous task performance details

D. Micro Level Project Planning
Construction planning is a fundamental and challenging activity in the management and
execution of construction projects. It involves the choice of technology, the definition of work
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tasks and the estimation of the required resources, durations for individual tasks and the
identification of any interactions among the different work tasks [15]. In the current
construction industry, project plan has been created by project manager. By introducing these
features, managers can easily create a project plan. Every construction job information are predefined to collect performance details. When a project manager creates a plan, the manager has
to select job. According to selected task, predicted task time duration returns.
In current times, Sri Lankan construction industry task work efficiency is too low. Therefore,
lots of project have failed to complete on time. The main idea of introducing micro project
planning is to increase task efficiency.
3. Methodology
Availability calculation of OEE can be directly applicable for calculate the availability in building
and construction machines, but not performance and quality. Furthermore, availability can be
categorized into following sections in order to get a clear understanding about the state of the
machine (On/Off). Unlike the manufacturing industry, most of the time, building and
construction machines are operated by machine operators. Therefore, a machine turn off will
not always indicate the unavailability of the machine. Availability calculation algorithm
generates the equipment availability, equipment utilization, process equipment utilization,
potential equipment utilization and lost capacity based on table 2. Table 2 describes the way of
measuring machine availability and different types of timing scenarios.
Table 2: Timing diagram






Planned stop: The time during the shift where production is halted due to a planned event such
as planned maintenance, cleaning, training, safety drills, meeting, R&D trial and stock check.
Changeover The adjustment time between one batch ends to next batch run.
Down time: The time where downtime can occur during the process.
Actual speed: The length of paper roll to be produced per minute.
Ideal speed: The target speed of corrugators to produce optimum output [9].
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To acquire the availability details, it proposes a hardware based tracking device based on
Arduino technology. GPS and vibration sensors can be used to obtain data from the machine.
Vibration sensor is capable of generating signals when the machine is turned on even the
machinery vehicle is not moving geographically. Moving vehicles can be analyzed the GPS
sensor by analyzing the coordinates. Arduino introduces mercury type and ball type sensors in
order to catch up the vibration. The Ball type sensor is the most applicable for this process.
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Figure 1: Vibration tilt switch
Vibration tilt switch is capable of returning a digital output the machinery vehicle is turned on.
It should be fixed in a location where a vibration occurs. Some of the building and construction
machines are not moving geographically when performing a task (Dragline). Therefore, this is
mostly applicable for those types of machines.

Figure 2: Arduino based gyroscopic module







Arduino based gyroscopic module is used to extract availability and location information from
moving machines.
By analyzing the vibration and movement factors, it is capable to generate the
Equipment availability
Equipment utilization
Process equipment utilization
Potential equipment utilization
Lost capacity [10]






Performance is the second metric in order to consider when incomes to evaluate effectiveness.
Performance evaluation of building and construction machines totally differs from the
manufacturing industry. The research was based on four building and construction machine in
order to measure the production. Production of the machine can be mapped as the performance.
Hydraulic Excavator
Backhoe
Dragline
Clamshell Bucket
Performance evaluation of hydraulic excavator was based on a custom made algorithm which
inputs bucket volume, machine size, size of the dump bucket, bucket fill factor and the soil type.
The above parameters are considered to calculate the production. Worked hours and planned
hours are the inputs which are needed to map with the calculated production in order to
calculate the performance. Production calculation is not straight forward.
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Excavator Production (Lm3/ hr) = C * S * V * B * E [11]
C: Cycles/h (Table 4.1)
S: Swing factor
V: Heaped bucket volume (Lm3)
B: Bucket fill factor
E: Job efficiency
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There are separate algorithms based of the input values in order to calculate machine cycles,
swing factors and bucket fill factors based on the following tables (Table 3, 4).
Table 3: Machine cycles and swing angles for excavators

Table 4: Bucket fill factors

Performance evaluation of dragline, it is more complex than hydraulic excavators. Dragline is a
large excavator with a bucket pulled in by a wire cable. Dragline also contains a bucket where the
maximum bucket size depends on the machine power, boom length and material weight. When
it comes to production measurement, swing depth factors of the dragline and optimum depth
cut are generated by separate algorithms where each output depends on the bucket size. The
basic idea behind optimum depth cut is
% Optimum depth of cut=Actual depth of cut / Optimum depth of cut
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Table 5: Ideal Dragline Output-Short Boom {BCY /hr (BCM/hr)} [11]
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A backhoe is a piece of excavating equipment or digger consisting of a digging bucket on the end
of a two-part articulated arm. Backhoes are designed to excavate below the level of the machine.
Production calculation of backhoes is similar to the calculation of hydraulic excavators, but
swing depth factor is different based on the shovel and its properties (Table 6).
Table 6: Swing depth factors of for backhoes

The clamshell bucket is a sophisticated articulating two-piece bucket mechanically hinged at the
middle to form a claw-like appendage with an internal volume. It is attached by a hangar or
bracket and uses ground engaging tool on its cutting edge to dig in a vertical direction.
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When compared with other machines, there is a significant difference where production
evaluation parameters of clamshells are only depends on the clamshell bucket.
Production = (VC / ECT) * HPC * BFF * (HW / HTW) [11]
VC: Volume per cycle
ECT: Estimated cycle time
HBC: Heaped bucket capacity
BFF: Bucket fill factor
HW: Hours worked
HTW: Hours to work
The maximum allowable load (bucket weight plus soil weight) on a clamshell is obtained from
manufacturer's clamshell loading chart. The system generates the performance of the machine,
by analyzing the production and mapping it with the cycle times.
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System generates the performance of the machine, by analyzing the production and mapping it
with the cycle times,
When it comes to evaluate the quality of a heavy machine, system uses a questionnaire which
follows weighted scoring model. Weighted Scoring is a technique for putting a semblance of
objectivity into a subjective process. Using a consistent list of criteria, weighted according to the
importance or priority of the criteria to the organization, a comparison of similar “solutions” can
be completed. If numerical values are assigned to the criteria priorities and the ability of the
product to meet a specific criterion, a “weighted” value can be derived. By summing the
weighted values, the product most closely meeting the criteria can be determined [12].
Questions are weighted based on a scoring model where one question can be more important
than the other. There is an option to ignore questions if the question is not applicable. All the
questions and weights are data driven, so the user can customize all based on the requirement.
After acquiring the total score, it can be used as a percentage to measure the quality.
In the paint usage prediction algorithm one main parameter is the dry film thickness. Dry film
thickness is probably the most critical measurement in the coatings industry because of its
impact on the coating process, quality and cost [16]. DFT is the thickness of the paint after it’s
applied to a surface and dried out. Different paint types have different DFT values. This DFT
value plays a main role when calculating the coverage ratios.
DFT = (WFT * % VBS)/100 [17]
DFT: Dry film thickness
WFT: Wet film thickness
VBS: Volume by solids
In the current industry, DFT and WFT values can be taken from gauges specifically created for
this purpose. These gauges are fallen into four categories such as digital, mechanical, destructive
and calibration standards. This equipment is not much popular in current construction industry
in Sri Lanka. In that case some manufactures gives standard values for DFT and WFTs in their
product specifications
Volume of the paint after its dried out is called volume solid. A paint contains vehicle, resin,
pigments and additives and after the paint is dried out solid ingredients get left on the subtract.
Pigments and resins are called the solid ingredients.
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Volume solids= ∑ (VS x 100%)/ ∑ (VS) [18]
VS: volume solid ingredient in paint
Another factor to be considered by the prediction algorithm is the application method.
Application method is the way how the paint is applied to a surface. There are three application
methods such as brushes, rollers and sprayers. These sprayers are divided into another two
categories called conventional sprayers and airless sprayers. These application methods causes
different amount of paint losses during a paint job. Brushes and rollers have considerably the
same amount of losses while airless spray guns and conventional spray guns do different
percentages of losses. But, these values can be vary because of the environment condition. In an
interior, there is no affect with environment factors like wind. But, in exteriors wind is a
powerful factor that cause lots of paint losses especially if the application method is spray. Paint
prediction algorithm considered this factor as well.
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Next factor that the algorithm considered is the surface type. Paints can be applied to various
surface conditions. But, the spreading rate will not be the same when applied to a rough surface
and when applied to a smooth surface. In a rough surface, there is more friction and more
surface area than expected because of inconsistent surface structures. So, that particular paint
job of same size of area on a rough surface requires more paints than a same area size of a
smooth surface. Surface after a paint can be a smooth surface. Basically, even if the first coat
dealt with a rough surface, the second coat will be a smooth surface. Algorithm is aware of these
sort of factors.
Algorithm takes area of the paint job, number of coats as basic parameters. These factors are
normally must needed for a paint usage prediction. Finally, a custom made algorithm to make
the prediction for the required number of liters.
Required liters= A/ (((VBS*10)) ⁄ ((DFT +AL + SL)))
A: Area
DFT: Dry film thickness
VBS: Volume by solids
AL: Application loss factor
SL: Surface loss factor
Considering all factors mentioned above and using the above mentioned equation, the paint
prediction module calculated the predicted paint liters required for a particular task.
In concrete usage predictions, a must needed factor is the mixing ratio. These ratios can be
changed from one concrete work to other and also these ratios can be changed according to the
constructor’s preferences and local standards. So, in that case, system uses international
standard ratios for each construction work type. Ratios are pre-defined in the system so that
according to the custom plan entered by the user algorithm sets the ratio for each and every
concrete work that includes in the concrete task.
Table 7: Concrete mixing ratios [20]

Ratios of material mixing are not enough for the algorithm to make the prediction. Another
factor that would be required is the unit weights of the mixing materials. Unit weight also known
as the specific weight is the weight of the material per a unit volume.
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Unit weight = D * A [19]
D: density of the material
A: acceleration due to gravity
Theoretical unit weight of materials are measured with the unit kg/m3. There are standard unit
weight values for construction materials which are used by the algorithm.
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TABLE 8: Theoretical Unit Weights [21]

Volume and area of the concrete work is another important and must needed factor for the
concrete prediction algorithm. Main problem for the system is that the type of units these
measurements are taken. According to the localization preferences, they use different units.
These measurements can be taken as yards, feet or meters. But, the system needs a standard
unit to do the calculations using the algorithm. Hence, the system uses meters as their preferred
unit.
The concrete usage calculation uses dry mix method to give the prediction. In here, the system
does the calculations for 1 cubic meter and then does the calculations for the required volume.
But, when adding water, dry concrete volume decreases so that a correction for that value is
made by adding 52% more volume to the dry concrete volume.
RMU= (DCV)/ ((CR+SR+AR))*RMR*MUW [22]
RMU: Required material usage
DVC: Corrected dry concrete volume
CR: Concrete ratio
SR: Sand ratio
AR: Aggregate ratio
RMR: Required material ratio
MUW: Required material unit weight
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System outputs the required material quantities and costing. Calculating usage of material also
includes adding rates for storing loss, transportation loss and handling loss to make the
prediction more accurate.
Floor tile usage prediction algorithm is capable of predicting the optimized number of tiles for a
particular flooring task and predicts the usage of grout if grout are used. When calculating and
predicting the usage of floor tiles, area of the task and the size of the tile are the main factors
that needed to be consider by the algorithm. There are different types of tiles available in
present. There are tiles that need grout to fix the corrections and some tiles really don’t want
grouting or the amount of grouting is negligible. If grouting is required algorithm need the
information regarding the thickness of the grout. With that information and the information
regarding the area can help the algorithm to come up with the grout usage for the task.
Knowing the sizes of the tile can optimize the usage of the material as the algorithm can apply
leftovers of a tile to a plan if such scenario occurs. By that algorithm can more accurate result of
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tile quantity required for a particular task. Cost calculation is also done with this optimized
result.
In the quality rating system each material type that’s the system supports gets rated by the user
feedback. This rating is done through a questionnaire that each question is focused on a quality
factor of a particular material. Identified quality factor for each material must have a way to test
with a simple observation. By these observations few conclusions are listed as answers with
weighted values for each for user to pick up. This answer is taken as the percentage of positive
feedback for that particular quality of the material. Other percentages is taken as negative
feedback that will be used in the custom made algorithm.
There are six quality factors for each materials for the material rating purpose. Each material
has a common quality factor that is the cost effectiveness. Rather than that other quality factors
are unique to each material.
Identified paint quality factors are as follows,
•
•
•
•
•
•

Durability.
Covering ability.
Cleaning easiness.
Environment friendliness.
Aesthetic.
Cost.

Durability is the quality which determines how long a paint job can survive against various
conditions. If paint can survive up to 5 years without fading and having fractures, that
particular paint said to have a perfect durability quality. The area that can cover using a
particular amount of paints with perfect finish is known as covering ability. Easiness of cleaning
quality depends on how easy it to remove some sort of a stain from a paint surface. Not just that,
it is considers the whether paint fades or completely removed in the cleaning process. If so, it
said to have a bad cleaning support. Paints can be produced using chemical ingredients which
are bad for environment as well as they can be produced using natural chemicals which are not a
threat to the eco system. Bad unhealthy smell/breath soon after a paint job is an indicator that
can identify this quality of a paint. Some paints are made for specific use in living rooms, dining
rooms etc. These paints have a more aesthetic look rather than paints that are using for paint a
storage room. If a paint looks nicer than other paint with a perfect finish, and also it has a good
aesthetic score which determine the success of the paint job. Cost quality factor is just the price
of the paint with respect to other products in the same range of types. Cement quality factors,
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Strength.
Hardening speed.
Plasticity.
Easiness of workability.
Moisture resistance.
Cost.

The resistance against force and weight of a concrete work which was done by a particular
cement and is the strength quality of the cement. Hardening speed is the time that a cement
mixture is taken to be fully dried out. Quick setting is another name for this. These cements are
very usable for quick constructions. If a structure or some form of concrete work can keep
without changing its structure for some time is said to have good plasticity. If it is easy to change
the shape of a concrete work without lots of resistance that cement have a good workability
ratio. If concrete isn’t leaking water through its base moisture resistance is surpluses by that
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cement. Cost is simply the price of the one cement bag with respect to the other products within
the same product range.
Floor tile quality factors,
•
•
•
•
•
•

Slip resistance.
Scratch resistance.
Breaking strength.
Edge tolerance.
Heat/water absorption.
Cost.

If a tile surface is not slippery, that tile has a good slip resistance. If a tile is slippery even
without exposing to water have a bad slip resistance. If a surface can resist small scratches from
day to day use its have a good scratch resistance ratio. Breaking strength denotes how much
pressure that tile can take. If tiles can lay without too much variations on the surface, a tile
which has good edge tolerance is going to have a nicely leveled floor. If a tile can easily vanish
the heat or humidity on its surface have good heat/water absorption. Price with respect to
similar ranges are the factor to determine the cost quality.
Rating output of the rating algorithm must be accurate and should deal with previous feedbacks
as well. So that a variation of Wilson’s score confidence interval is used in the algorithm. Rating
algorithm need to balance the positive feedbacks with the uncertainty of scenarios with few
feedbacks.

Figure 3: Wilson’s Confidence Interval [23]
p̂: specific observation
n: total number of observations
z: (1-α/2) quartile of the standard normal distribution

There are some other factors that needed to make thing rating values more accurate. The person
who has made the feedback can be a very experienced constructor who was working on the
industry for many years or can be a house owner who doesn’t have any experience about the
construction industry. Therefore, that user level is tracked by an input to the system. According
to this value feedbacks get prioritized. Another factor is the age of the task. There are some
quality factors like, durability of a paint, strength of a concrete that are depends on the age. So
that, the age of the task when the feedback was made is considered by the system to make the
appropriate corrections to the feedback values.
Guidance system is a rule-based expert system that can output the product needed by the user
after following a number of questions. A vast range of questions and rules are needed to be
implemented to make an accurate result.
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In the customized algorithm p̂ is taken as the positive feedback score and n is taken as the sum
of positive and negative feedback.
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Figure 4: Expert System Structure [24]
Using OLE (Overall Labor Effectiveness) is a KPI (key performance indicator) that measures the
utilization, performance and quality of the workforce and its impact on productivity.

Figure 5: A task assigns for worker
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In this module, the main focus is to identify the best workers based on their performance and
suggest them for the best task which they can do effectively. It is based on a rating system where
labourers can be rated according to their performance based on past task details. To rate the
workers, there are some factors to consider. Based on Overall Labour Effectiveness (OLE)
quality, performance and availability are the basic factors to measure the performance of a
worker. But OLE cannot apply directly to this module because there are some more factors to
consider when it comes to evaluating labourers in building and construction industry. When
analyzing labourers based on a task, system prioritizes factors. As an example some task is
dependent on another task. In this situation, availability is the most importance factor to be
considered because if the previous attendance records of the labour who is engaged in the task is
poor, dependent task workers cannot have a guarantee that the task will execute at the correct
time. Likewise, according to the task priority of factors are going to change.
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To calculate the availability, system needs to access the previous attendance details. Attendance
monitoring is done by using mobile based application, every labour has a unique QRCode. By
scanning QRCode and by using mobile based application, system stores the check-in time and
checkout time for each labour on each day. And also system have calendar to store holidays. And
at the end of each month system calculates the availability rate value by considering overall
attendance and holidays in each month.
When scanning the labours QRCode by using mobile application, it stores the details by
connecting to the server remotely. It can be done via internet or locally.
After obtaining the rate value for each month system will provide an overall availability rate
value for each labour by analyzing each month’s rate value.
Performance calculation is done by considering the time taken to each task and workload on
each day. When calculating the performance, if labour is not done with the daily workload or
labours complete the daily workload spending more than standard time, system asks for a
reason for the delay. When entering the reason, system provides some guide lines for the
operator to enter the reason more accurately.
Quality Question Generated by using ontology. In ontology, questions are categorized according
to the material which used in a task and also questions are weighted accordingly to their
impotency.
After answering the question, system rates the task quality by analyzing the given answer and
their weight.

Figure 6: Quality Question Ontology
Attitude is also evaluated by given attitude question for each labour. These questions are also
weighted by their impotency, after answering those questions, system generates a rate value for
each labour by analyzing given answer and weight.
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Finally, considering about all factors, workers can obtain one rate value according to each task.
According to this value, worker can be categorized as:
•
•
•
•

Skilled labor
Semi-Skilled Labour
Unskilled labor
Skilled labor

According to the rate what they have for each task if it’s going beyond the standard rate (two is a
standard value) that labor consider as a Skilled labor and also system suggest only Skilled labor
and Semi-Skilled labours for the task.
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•

Semi-Skilled

Under Semi-Skilled labor, if workers’ given rate is equal to the standard matrix, we consider
him/her as a Semi-Skilled labor. In suggesting module, we analyze the rate of each worker and
show the highest rated workers and standard rate workers for each task and their availability.
•

Unskilled

According to the rate and what they have for each task, if that value is less than the standard
one, that worker is considered as an unskilled labour for that specific task, so according to that,
skilled labors can also be unskilled for some tasks and unskilled labors can also be skilled for
some tasks.
Here, this module helps obtain more wage for skilled labors according to the task. So this
module helps for identifying the best workers among the workers and ways to increase their
performance and also for unskilled labor.
Construction job details are categorized according to their measure unit and ordered according
to completion order. These job details are used to create project plan and store previous task
completion details. Construction job details can only manage by project manager.
Once work construction job have been defined, the relationships among the activities can be
specified. Precedence relations between activities signify that the activities must take place in a
particular sequence. Numerous natural sequences exist for construction activities due to
requirements for structural integrity, regulations, and other technical requirements [27]. After
adding construction job, precedence of job can be defined. These relations are use when
suggesting the next available task to supervisors.
Construction jobs can have more than one technique to do it. This information also needed to
predict durations. Therefore, calculates task efficiency according to following techniques.
Also, construction job efficiency change according to environment. Project manager have to add
separate environment effect records. In current industry, records about raining weather
conditions only. Introducing to collect task efficiency data according to the weather conditions.
It also considers the hot and raining weather climates. But these effect change one task to
another task. When adding the construction job project manager has to add effecting climates to
job considering the technology use to do it.
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Developing the construction plan is a critical task in the management of construction, even if the
plan is not written or otherwise formally recorded. In addition to these technical aspects of
construction planning, it may also be necessary to make organizational decisions about the
relationships between project participants and even which organizations to include in a project
[27]. By including project planning tool with prediction features support managers to do
planning easily. This tool is developed to create project Gantt chart easily. In the current
industry, MS Project is mostly used to create project plan. When using MS Project, project
manager has to enter everything manually. Because of pre-defined construction job only have to
select correct job and proceed. After that project manager has to allocate starting date, number
of labors and techniques to do the task. Project plan generate as Gantt chart.
In developing a construction plan, it is common to adopt a primary emphasis on either cost
control or on schedule control. Some projects are primarily divided into expense categories with
associated costs. In these cases, construction planning is cost or expense oriented. Within the
categories of expenditure, a distinction is made between costs incurred directly in the
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performance of an activity and indirectly for the accomplishment of the project. For example,
borrowing expenses for project financing and overhead items are commonly treated as indirect
costs. For other projects, scheduling of work activities over time is critical and is emphasized in
the planning process. In this case, the planner insures that the proper precedence among
activities is maintained and that efficient scheduling of the available resources prevails.
Traditional scheduling procedures emphasize the maintenance of task precedence (resulting in
critical path scheduling procedures) or efficient use of resources over time (resulting in job shop
scheduling procedures). Finally, the most complex projects require consideration of both cost
and scheduling over time, so that planning, monitoring and record keeping must consider both
dimensions. In these cases, the integration of schedule and budget information is a major
concern [27].

Figure 7: Alternative Emphases in Construction Planning

Figure 8: Project plan creation
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Main target is to avoid project failures. Therefor use schedule oriented planning to plan projects.
Use micro level project planning to increase efficiency of project. Therefore, time oriented
approach use for project planning. Construction project are large scale and more time
consuming.
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Best way to manage construction task is to divide them into sub part and manage them. Tasks of
project master plan can divide into sub-task. Because work break down task labors can assign to
task efficiently by Labor Management module. Then, sub-tasks are monitored by the supervisor.
Supervisors can start, stop, terminate, reschedule sub-task according to environment.
Supervisors have record climate changes. According to the updating climate automatically
predict task duration and if can’t complete sub-task within allocated duration system alert to
responsible supervisors to take actions.
A man-hour is the amount of work performed by the average labourer in one hour. It is used in
written "estimates" for estimation of the total amount of uninterrupted labor required to
perform a task [25].

Figure 9: Example man hour calculation
Prediction is done analyzing previous task completion details and considering the current
climate of the construction area. When predicting in project planning phase, climate don’t
consider.
First, get the average efficiency of the task by calculating average duration of completed tasks
before. After getting average efficiency value of the task, it is multiply by no of labors and work
amount of the task. Result of the multiplication is the predicted time duration of the task.

Figure 10: Average Task Efficiency
After starting the project automatically predict the time duration to identify risk. In this stage
get construction field climate as an additional input.
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Conclusion
Based on the test results from the algorithms, it was proven that all the algorithms successfully
resulted most efficient values in order to have a better effectiveness on resources. Heavy
machinery related effectiveness measuring algorithm generates the effectiveness values in order
to get a clear understanding about the machine usage. Material usage production algorithms
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returned the possibilities in order to guide to use materials with a minimum wastage when
performing a task. Labour effectiveness measurement and ratings algorithms returned the
effectiveness measurements of the labourers. By combining all the three types of resources, the
project planning and scheduling related algorithms were able to predict the project duration real
time.
.
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